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Abstract 

In the context of reducing the patient dose coming from CT scanner (Computed Tomography) examinations without 

penalizing the diagnosis, the assessment of both patient dose and image quality (IQ) with relevant metrics is crucial. The 

present study represents the first stage in a larger work, aiming to compare and optimize CT protocols using dose and IQ new 

metrics. We proposed here to evaluate the capacity of the Non-PreWhitening matched filter with an eye (NPWE) model 

observer to be a robust and accurate estimation of IQ. 

We focused our work on two types of clinical tasks: a low contrast detection task and a discrimination task. We designed a 

torso-shaped phantom, including Plastic Water® slabs with cylindrical inserts of different diameters, sections and 

compositions. We led a human observer study with 13 human observers on images acquired in multiple irradiation and 

reconstruction scanning conditions (voltage, pitch, slice thickness, noise level of the reconstruction algorithm, energy level in 

dual-energy mode and dose), to evaluate the behavior of the model observer compared to the human responses faced to 

changing conditions. The model observer presented the same trends as the human observers with generally better results. We 

rescaled the NPWE model on the human responses by scanning conditions (kVp, pitch, slice thickness) to obtain the best 

agreement between both observer types, estimated using the Bland-Altman method. 

The impact of some scanning parameters was estimated using the correct answer rate given by the rescaled NPWE model, 

for both tasks and each insert size. In particular, the comparison between the dual-energy mode at 74 keV and the single-

energy mode at 120 kVp showed that, if the 120 kVp voltage provided better results for the smallest insert at the lower doses 

for both tasks, their responses were equivalent in many cases. 
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1. Introduction 

The number of medical imaging exams yearly performed has greatly increased for many years with the development of 

imaging technologies and the ageing of the population. In particular, although Computed Tomography (CT) examinations 

only correspond to about 10 % of medical imaging procedures, they are credited with about two thirds of the total imaging 

collective dose [1][2]. Reducing the dose due to CT examinations is therefore a major issue. However, dose reduction should 

not be undertaken without considering the clinical objective and the associated imaging tasks. 

If relevant assessment of image quality (IQ) is crucial to ensure correct diagnosis while maintaining patient dose at the 

lowest as possible, despite the wide use of CT scanners in diagnosis, evaluation of their performances in terms of IQ/dose 

remains poorly documented. In particular, the medical community is confronted with a lack of robust indicators of IQ. 

Indeed, commonly traditional physical metrics measurements such as the Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) or the Modulation 

Transfer Function (MTF) are nowadays unsuitable for evaluating the IQ in diagnostic radiology, especially with the 

development of iterative reconstruction algorithms (IR) [3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10][11]. Indeed, the step of regularization in IR 

methods introduces different levels of non-linearity into the imaging systems. More importantly, such IQ metrics do not take 

into account a complete description of the IQ as they do not include some information about the diagnostic accuracy of a 

given clinical task, which represents the ultimate purpose of the image's acquisition.  

Therefore, task-based image quality metrics have been developed these last decades, linked to a given clinical task such as the 

detection of a pathology or the discrimination between several types of lesions [12]. To measure the performance of such 

metrics, Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) studies including human experts (e.g. radiologists) are usually conducted [13] to 

evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of a given task. However, such evaluations are onerous and time-consuming [14]. 

Consequently, model observer approaches have been developed and applied to medical images [15][16], based on the 

decision theory. The main types of observers are the ideal observer (Bayesian) [17], the non-prewhitening matched filter 

(NPW) proposed by Wagner in [18] and its modified version with an eye filter called NPWE (later suggested by Burgess in 

[19]) and the Hotelling Observer and its improving version: Channelized Hotelling Observers (CHO) proposed by Barrett 

[13].  

In the recent state-of-the-art, several studies have shown that NPWE models [6][7][10][20][21][22][23] and CHO models 

[7][24][25][26][27][28][29][30] among others, are highly correlated with human performance for a specific task such as the 

detection of a lesion, its localization, or the discrimination between benign and malignant lesions in CT images. In fact, 

several researchers have investigated human performance in detecting signals in CT images taken from anthropomorphic 

phantoms with embedded low-contrast objects [7][23][24], customized phantoms with different inserts [28][31], or control 

quality phantoms with several objects of different sizes and contrasts [20][21]. In contrast, fewer studies have been dedicated 

for rating human performance in the case of discriminating two signals of different shapes [26] or different textures [32] in 

CT images acquired from customized phantoms. In a recent work, the localization of liver lesions, digitally inserted in CT 

images, was also studied [30]. In all these works, the influence of only one or two acquisition and reconstruction parameters 

on IQ has been investigated. Among these parameters, the reconstruction algorithm has been probably the most described, 

when other features, such as dual-energy mode (also called spectral mode), have never been studied in terms of clinical task.  

The present study represents the first stage in a larger work that aims to objectively compare performances of new modes 

of scanning protocols, such as dual-energy mode, in terms of IQ/dose, and more generally, to pave the way for a standardized 

method to compare and optimize protocols in clinics. For that purpose, we propose to base our assessment of protocol 

performances on two metrics simultaneously: an estimation of IQ and an estimation of patient dose. The present paper deals 

with the use of a model observer as an estimation of IQ, with human observers as a reference. In this context, the question of 

the accuracy of the model observer, together with its robustness according to different scanning conditions, is raised, the goal 

being that the model observer matches the humans in all cases. Because of its reported capacity to reproduce human observer 

skills [20], we decided to use the Non Pre-Whitening Eye filter model (NPWE) in our study. 

Two types of diagnostic tasks were addressed here: detection of small lesions with low contrast, and benign and malignant 

lesions discrimination in CT images of a customized phantom. A human observer study including a wide group of 

experimental observers was conducted to validate the model observer, by showing correlations between the human and model 

observers’ responses for several cases of lesions and protocols. To show the model trend and performance in various 

situations, a large set of scanning and reconstruction parameters such as single and dual energy modes, slice thickness, IR 
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algorithm, and helical pitches were explored in order to cover most as possible a wide number of scenarios at different doses 

and IQ levels. Some results were presented in an oral session of the World Congress on Medical Physics and Biomedical 

Engineering held in Prague, Czech Republic (June 2018), which was focused on how to improve diagnostic imaging by IQ 

measure.  

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Data acquisition and reconstruction 

For the purpose of the study, a customized phantom was designed as a torso-shaped phantom of size 26 x 35 x 30 cm³, 

filled by water, in order to simulate the average radiation attenuation of a standard size abdomen of an adult patient. In the 

middle of the phantom two slabs of size 20 x 20 x 6 cm³ could be inserted as illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: A torso shaped water phantom. (a) the tank filled by water, (b) the detection slab, (c) slab with no inserts to generate 

background images (d) the discrimination slab. 

As explained before, two types of diagnostic tasks were addressed in this study: detection of small lesions with low 

contrast, and the discrimination between benign and malignant lesions. For that purpose, we designed several slabs, 

manufactured by CIRS company. In the case of detection task, two Plastic Water® LR (Low Energy Range) slabs were used. 

The first one contained 4 series of 4 cylindrical inserts each, made of epoxy resin materials, of diameters 2.5, 3.5, 5 and 7 

mm, with contrast about 30 Hounsfield units (HU) at 120 kVp between the inserts and the background. The second slab was 

free of inserts, in order to generate the uniform background images (no-lesion). For the discrimination task, only one Plastic 

Water® slab was used. It contained 16 Teflon® (900 HU) and polystyrene (-25 HU) cylindrical inserts, with circular or 

hexagonal cross-section shapes in order to simulate respectively benign and malignant lesions (irregular boundaries). The 

diameters of the circular sections were 6.35 mm and 12.7 mm and the size of the hexagonal inserts were fixed to have the 

same cross-section area as the circular inserts in order to obtain the same signal power. All the inserts of the slabs were 

parallel to the z-axis of the scanner, and the distances between the different locations of the rods in the axial plan (x,y) were 

maximized much as possible (at least 4 cm) to avoid potential interference between the inserts in the reconstruction of the 

signal images. 

The images of the phantom were acquired with a GE Discovery CT750 HD scanner, available at our research platform. 

The scan parameters were based on a clinical abdominal CT protocol available on the scanner, that we modified by varying 

several scanning and reconstruction parameters that influence IQ and dose level such as the tube voltage or the slice 

thickness. More precisely, the study covered all the available kilo-voltages on the system i.e. 80, 100, 120, and 140 kVp in 

the single-energy mode. The dual-energy mode (called GSI on the GE CT scanner) was also used for several acquisitions. In 

addition to the standard value of the helical pitch (1.375), two other values (0.516 and 0.984) were investigated. The detector 

collimation was kept to 40 mm and the used scan field of view (SFOV) was the "Large Body". The rotation time was set to 1 

second. All the resulting images were reconstructed with the Adaptive Statistical Iterative Reconstructed algorithm (ASIR) 

using the "STD Kernel", at two levels of noise, with the standard slice-thickness (1.25 mm) and another higher value (5 mm). 
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The two ASIR levels were 30 %, used for osteo-articular examinations, and 70 %, used for digestive tract examinations. The 

images acquired under the GSI mode were reconstructed at two energies, 60 keV and 74 keV. The first energy level was the 

standard value proposed in the GSI abdomen protocol. The second one was obtained by using the energy search functionality 

of the GE scanner, which indicates the energy level that gives the optimal Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) between the insert 

and the background. 

For each combination of those parameters, we changed the tube current (mA) to obtain 5 different CT dose indices 

(CTDIvol), given by the scanner. A wide range of CTDIvol values were investigated, from very low dose values to higher 

ones. In the case of the single-energy operating mode, the CTDIvol were fixed to: ~1, ~5, ~10, ~15 and 20 mGy for all the 

kilo-voltages (except for 80 kVp: ~1, ~3, ~5, ~7 and 10 mGy, because 10 mGy was the maximum reachable value with the 

studied irradiation parameters). In the case of the dual-energy operating mode, we tried to achieve similar CTDIvol values 

with the same investigated parameters but it was impossible because the tube current and the rotation speed cannot be 

modified by the user in this mode. Therefore, the CTDIvol for this mode were set to: ~6.5, ~7.6, ~10.7, ~15.6, and ~20.7 

mGy. 

We repeatedly scanned the phantom: first, for each set of parameters, the phantom was scanned three times with the 

detection and discrimination slabs in order to obtain the signals images (images with inserts). In a second time, to obtain the 

background images, only the slab free of inserts was inserted in the phantom in the location of the previous scanned detection 

slab (same x, y and z position), and the whole phantom was scanned again three times in the same conditions. 

2.2 Data preparation for the human observer study 

Before the extraction of the images for the human observer study, for each set the scanning parameters, and at all dose 

levels, a visual inspection of several images was carried out, leading to the following observations: 

- The smallest inserts of the detection slab (2.5 mm) were visible only at very high CTDIvol (20 mGy) whatever of the 

scanning parameters. 

- The visibility of the insert of size 3.5 mm in the reconstructed images with a slice thickness of 1.25 mm was roughly 

limited regardless of the different scanning parameters and the dose levels. 

- It was impossible to distinguish between the circular and hexagonal inserts of the discrimination slab, made of 

polystyrene, in the majority of the explored scanning and reconstruction parameters. 

- We also noticed that the discrimination between the hexagonal and circular Teflon® inserts in the images reconstructed 

with a thickness of 5 mm was too easy, even at very low dose. 

These observations led us to discard all the cases described above from the study. 

As explained before, various scanning and reconstruction parameters were involved in this study, leading to a high number 

of possible combinations. In order to study the influence of specific parameters on the detectability at several dose levels, we 

decided to keep constant the other ones to better analyze the results. Table 1 summarizes the various conditions (scanning and 

reconstruction parameters, doses, and lesion profiles) investigated for the detection task, in the single and dual source modes. 

At final, four sets of experiments were conducted for this task: kVp, pitch, slice thickness and GSI experiments. The studied 

conditions for the discrimination task, in the single and dual source modes, are given in Table 2. As shown, three sets of 

experiments were conducted: kVp, pitch, and GSI experiments.  

 

 

Table 1: Summary of the scanning and reconstruction parameters, and doses for the detection of lesions of diameters 3.5, 5 and 

7 mm. 

 Tube voltage 

(kVp) 
Pitch Slice thickness 

(mm) 
ASIR (%) CTDIvol (mGy) 

kVp 

experiments 
80 1.375 5 30 70 ~1 ~3 ~5 ~7 ~10 

100 1.375 5 30 70 ~1 ~5 ~10 ~15 ~20 
120 1.375 5 30 70 ~1 ~5 ~10 ~15 ~20 
140 1.375 5 30 70 ~1 ~5 ~10 ~15 ~20 

GSI 

experiments 
GSI - 60 keV 1.375 5 70 ~6.5 ~7.6 ~10.7 ~15.6 ~20.7 
GSI - 74 keV 1.375 5 70 ~6.5 ~7.6 ~10.7 ~15.6 ~20.7 

Thickness 

experiments* 
120 1.375 1.25 30 70 ~1 ~5 ~10 ~15 ~20 
120 1.375 5 30 70 ~1 ~5 ~10 ~15 ~20 

Pitch 120 0.516 5 30 70 ~1 ~5 ~10 ~15 ~20 
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experiments 120 0.984 5 30 70 ~1 ~5 ~10 ~15 ~20 
120 1.375 5 30 70 ~1 ~5 ~10 ~15 ~20 

*Only for the lesions of diameters 5 and 7 mm. 

 

Table 2: Summary of the scanning and reconstruction parameters, and doses for the discrimination of Teflon lesions of size 6.35 

and 12.7 mm. 

 Tube voltage 
(kVp) 

Pitch Slice thickness 

(mm) 
ASIR (%) CTDIvol (mGy) 

kVp 

experiments 
80 1.375 1.25 30 70 ~1 ~3 ~5 ~7 ~10 

100 1.375 1.25 30 70 ~1 ~5 ~10 ~15 ~20 
120 1.375 1.25 30 70 ~1 ~5 ~10 ~15 ~20 
140 1.375 1.25 30 70 ~1 ~5 ~10 ~15 ~20 

GSI 

experiments 
GSI - 60 keV 1.375 1.25 30 ~6.5 ~7.6 ~10.7 ~15.6 ~20.7 
GSI - 74 keV 1.375 1.25 30 ~6.5 ~7.6 ~10.7 ~15.6 ~20.7 

Pitch 

experiments 
120 0.516 1.25 30 70 ~1 ~5 ~10 ~15 ~20 
120 0.984 1.25 30 70 ~1 ~5 ~10 ~15 ~20 
120 1.375 1.25 30 70 ~1 ~5 ~10 ~15 ~20 

 

For each given condition (scanning and reconstruction parameters + lesion profile), several images were extracted from the 

repeated scans in order to have a large number of samples for the statistical analysis of the detectability. Since the phantom 

was scanned at first with the detection and discrimination slabs, the images used for the detection and discrimination 

experiments were extracted from the same scans at the same time. As the inserts of the two slabs were carefully aligned along 

the x and y axis, and parallel along the z axis through the acquisition, the location of all the inserts was fully known. Regions 

of interest (ROIs) of 24 x 24 mm² were automatically extracted around each insert thanks to a program written in Python 

language. In fact, since the position of the phantom did not change during the acquisition campaign, the extraction of the 

ROIs was achieved according to a mask template, with the pre-established inserts coordinates based on the slabs plans and 

phantom position. These coordinates were visually verified at high doses to avoid possible mistakes. All the ROIs had the 

same size regardless to the size, shape and material of the insert, and the signal was always located in the center of the image. 

Only ROIs coming from successive slices inside the slabs were exploited in order to prevent from eventual reconstruction 

artifacts coming from the transition between the Plastic Water and the water. 

At final, 48 signal images, coming from repeated scans and adjacent slices, were used for each set of the scanning 

parameters and lesion profile (size/shape/material). More precisely, 4 central successive slices, with 4 identical lesions per 

slice, from 3 repeated scans, were used for the detection task, whereas for the discrimination task, the 48 trials came from 8 

central successive slices, with two identical lesions per slice, from 3 repeated scans.  

Background images were also obtained from the free-insert slab at the scanning and reconstruction parameters used in the 

detection experiments. The ROIs of same size (24 x 24 mm²) were extracted at the same coordinates x, y and z, previously 

used for the detection slab, resulting in 48 images per condition as for the detection images. 

At final, all these signal and background images were given to the human observers for the human observer study. Some 

examples of these images for the detection and discrimination tasks are respectively shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

 

 CTDIvol 
 

 5 mGy 10 mGy 20 mGy 

 

 

Background image (no-

lesion) 

   

 

 

Lesion of diameter 3.5 mm 
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Lesion of diameter 5 mm 

   

 

 

Lesion of diameter 7 mm 

   

Figure 2: Regions of interest for the detection task at different dose levels. The images were acquired at 120 kVp, with a pitch of 1.375, 
and reconstructed with ASIR 30 % with a slice thickness of 5 mm, at three different CTDIvols: 5, 10 and 20 mGy. 

 

 CTDIvol 
 

 5 mGy 10 mGy 20 mGy 

 

 

Circular lesion of size 6.35 mm 

   

 

 

Hexagonal lesion of size 6.35 mm 

   

 

 

Circular lesion of size 12.7 mm 

   

 

 

Hexagonal lesion of size 12.7 mm 

   

Figure 3: Regions of interest for the discrimination task at different dose levels. The images were acquired at 120 kVp, with a pitch of 
1.375, and reconstructed with ASIR 30 % with a slice thickness of 1.25 mm, at three different CTDIvols: 5, 10 and 20 mGy. 

2.3 Human observer study 

A large number of experimented human observers were recruited from two clinical institutes in France. In total, two senior 

radiologists and eleven medical physicists were asked to perform both clinical tasks. The study was based on two alternative 

forced choice (2-AFC) experiments. Series of couples of images were presented side by side to the observers in a randomized 

order. In the case of the detection task, the couple was composed of a signal-image and a background image (absence of 

signal). The observers were independently asked to choose the image that contained the lesion, i.e. the signal image. In 

contrast, in the discrimination task, the couple of images included one image with a hexagonal signal and one image with a 

circular signal. This time, the observer was asked to select the malignant lesion, i.e. to identify the image with the hexagonal 

signal.  

Two Graphical User Interfaces (GUI), written in Python language, were developed to separately achieve the 2-AFC tests 

for the detection and discrimination tasks. When a program was launched, a couple of images was randomly displayed side 

by side, without any information on the acquisition parameters or on the lesion profile to be identified. The GUI allowed the 

observer to select the image of interest (i.e. the signal image in the detection case, or the hexagonal signal image in the 

discrimination case) by clicking on it with the mouse. The observer could change its decision until the validation of the 
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image's selection. No time limit was imposed on the observer to take the decision. Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) show 

respectively an example of a 2-AFC test for the detection and the discrimination tasks. 

 

 
Figure 4: Examples of 2-AFC tests at 120 kVp and 10 mGy with a pitch of 1.375, using ASIR 30 % reconstruction: (a) Lesion detection of 

diameter 5 mm, (b) Lesions discrimination of size 6.35 mm. 

All the observers were asked to perform the AFC tests in a dark room. The viewing distance between the reader and the 

monitor was set to approximately 40 cm. All the images were displayed with a window width of 400 HU and a window 

center of 40 HU, as recommended in our standard abdomen protocol. Sessions of 2 hours at maximum were planned to avoid 

fatigue. 

Before the study, training sessions with all the observers were organized in the two hospitals to familiarize the observers 

with the two tasks and the GUI. The training set was only composed of high-quality images of the lesions under investigation, 

and they were not included in the 2-AFC tests. 

In total, there were respectively 230 and 140 categories of 2-AFC experiments for the detection and discrimination tasks 

(for more details, see Table 1 and Table 2), and each 2-AFC was composed of 48 trials, leading to 17760 decisions, which 

would have been very tedious and time consuming for the observers. Since we had a large number of observers for the study 

(13 observers), we decided to split the 2-AFC tests into subparts and we made four groups of human observers: three groups 

of 3 people and one group of 4. Each person of a given group was asked to undergo the same 2-AFC tests. Each group had to 

review images with respect to the variation of one or several given parameters, such as slice thickness or pitch. All groups 

had the same subpart relative to the reference standard protocol. In order to have about the same number of decisions for each 

group, some subparts were given to several groups. In consequence, the number of recruited observers differed from one 

subpart of the 2-AFC test to another.  

For each category of the 2-AFC experiments, i.e. for each condition, the percentage of correct (PC) answers across the 

observers was computed according to the comparison between the truth and their answers. In addition, 95 % confidence 

intervals were also computed as                         , where      denotes the number of observers and X is the 

detectability accuracy of the observers [7](Gaussian hypothesis). 

2.4 Model observer 

2.4.1 NPWE. In this work, we used the non-prewhitening matched filter model with an eye (NPWE). The model's concept 

is to define a "template" that matches exactly the signal under investigation (for example the detection of a signal in a CT 

image). It also integrates physical measures of the imaging system such as the resolution and the noise of the images. In [33], 

Burgess has proposed a modified version of the NPW model by adding a front-filter called "eye filter" to the task template, in 

order to account for the human visual system's sensitivity to different spatial frequencies.  

It allows to compute in the Fourier domain a scalar   , usually called detectability index. This index    reflects the 

prediction score of a signal's detection in some given conditions. The computation of    for the NPWE model that we used is 

as follows, for each set of the scanning and reconstruction parameters and for each lesion size: 
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(1) 

with u and v the spatial frequencies,         the task-based Modulation Transfer Function, NPS the Noise Power Spectrum 

and E(u,v) the eye filter. The entity       represents the task template, which is the representation of the imaging task under 

investigation in the spatial domain. It is expressed as the Fourier Transform of the difference between two hypotheses h1 and 

h2 as follows [15]: 

                                 (2) 

with FT the Fourier Transform, and h1 and h2 the hypothesis functions on the signal description in the spatial domain for the 

two hypotheses. The different quantities in (1) are supposed to be spatially stationary. 

In this study, two clinical tasks with different lesions sizes were investigated, leading to several      . In the case of the 

detection task, the considered hypotheses were the following: a uniform background (no signal, h1(x,y)=0) and a circular 

signal (h2(x,y)=2D projection of a circular cross-section cylinder, corresponding to the lesion profile in the axial plan). For 

the discrimination case, the hypotheses were as follows: h1(x,y)= 2D projection of an hexagonal cross-section cylinder and 

h2(x,y)= 2D projection of a circular cross-section cylinder, both corresponding to the lesion profiles under investigation in 

the axial plan. The projections were blurred with a Gaussian filter as done in [34] in order to add some noise induced by the 

imaging system. In total, three and two       were respectively generated for the detection and discrimination tasks, 

corresponding to the five lesion sizes. 

The eye filter E(u,v) represents the contrast sensitivity function (CSF) of the human eye in the spatial domain. The CSF 

that we used in this study was the same as proposed in [35]: 

                                   
   

 (3) 

where f is the spatial frequency (cycle/deg). 

The physical measures, i.e. the         and the    , were computed for all the acquisition parameters under 

investigation. Following the conclusions of [9], the         was calculated differently depending on the object contrast. For 

the high contrast inserts, the         was taken equal to the MTF generally used in the NPWE model. To assess the different 

MTFs, the CTP528 High-Resolution Module of the CATPHAN® 503 phantom (Phantom Laboratories, New York, USA) 

was used, following [36]. For the low contrast inserts, the         was considered equal to the TTF (Task Transfer Function) 

and computed using the method described by [9] and [11] on the acrylic target of the CTP404 module of the CATPHAN® 

503 phantom.  

To measure the noise in the images, the     [37] was evaluated for all the conditions, using the previous images of the 

slab with no-insert of the torso-shaped phantom [38]. 

Details on the detectability index calculation are given in Appendix A. 

In order to compare the model detectability to the human performance,       values were converted to the same metrics 

previously used in the 2-AFC experiments, i.e. the percentage of correct answers (PC) as follows [19][29] (assuming that 

       follows a Gaussian distribution): 

   
 

 
 
 

 
    

      

 
  

(5) 

whith erf the Gaussian error function given by the following formula: 
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(6) 

 

2.4.2 Rescaled NPWE (rNPWE). In order to better mimic human detectability accuracy [39], model observers are 

usually modified by adding some internal noise [7][40] or by reproducing the efficiency of the visual detection performance 

of humans [34][20][21]. In this work, we decided to use the efficiency approach. The PC given by the NPWE model was 

rescaled thanks to coefficients η and δ to form the PC of the rescaled model rNPWE as follows: 

                   (8) 

For each lesion size, the coefficients η and δ were determined by a least-squares procedure to fit the human responses 

(       ) acquired in all the scanning and reconstruction conditions. The rescaling of       was carried out following Eq. 

8 according two different ways using data sets differently. In the first case, η and δ were determined using all the points 

available for an insert size (“Case 1”, called rNPWE1). In the second case, coefficients η and δ were established using all 

points of an insert size for each condition of tube voltage, pitch and slice thickness (“Case 2”), called rNPWE2. 

2.5 Agreement between human and model observers 

To compare the performance of the model and the human observers (PC) for the detection and discrimination tasks, 

Bland–Altman test was used [41]. This tool enables to evaluate the degree of agreement between the two observers by 

exploiting all the PC values obtained in the different conditions. Bland–Altman plots the difference between the two 

observers as a function of the mean of the two observers as follows: 

                                       (9) 

The limits of the observers agreement are fixed by the mean of the difference   and the standard deviation of the 

difference   as follows:       . 

3. Results 

3.1 Human observer study 

The correct answer rates for the human observers were calculated for the different values of irradiation and reconstruction 

parameters of Table 1 and Table 2. Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) illustrate the variations of         as a function of CTDIvol 

for the four tube voltages (80 kVp, 100 kVp, 120 kVp and 140 kVp), respectively for the detection task and the 

discrimination task, for all insert sizes, and both levels of ASIR. 

 

 30 % ASIR 70 % ASIR 

Insert of 3.5 mm 

diameter 
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Insert of 5 mm 

diameter 

  

Insert of 7 mm 

diameter 

  
(a) 

 30 % ASIR 70 % ASIR 

Insert of 6.35 mm 

diameter 

  

Insert of 12.7 mm 

diameter 

  
(b) 

Figure 5: Comparison of percent correct (PC) calculated for the human observers according to the CTDIvol for the different tube 
voltages, using 30 % and 70 % ASIR settings . (a) Detection task, inserts of 3.5 mm, 5 mm and 7 mm diameter (epoxy resin), (b) 

discrimination task, inserts of 6.35 mm and 12.7 mm size (Teflon). 
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First, it can be noticed that          does not increase with the CTDIvol in a regular manner, due to a high variability in 

the human responses. The lowest results are generally obtained for the 80 kVp tube voltage, for both tasks, while the results 

for 100 kVp, 120 kVp and 140 kVp are rather similar. Second, the results given by the human observers are globally better 

when the insert size increases, except for the point corresponding to 100 kVp and 1 mGy for the 7 mm insert (detection task). 

Thus, for the largest sizes (7 mm for the detection task and 12.7 mm for the discrimination task), PC is close to 100 % for 

CTDIvol higher than 5 mGy, except for 80 kVp for the task detection. At the opposite, for the smallest size of the 

discrimination task, the answers are completely random (~50 %) for 1 mGy. Finally, no particular difference between the two 

levels of ASIR is observed, although high values (higher than 50 %) of ASIR level are recommended to improve soft tissues 

contrast (detection task). 

3.2 Model observer before rescaling 

The model observer trends are quite similar to the human ones. We can see examples of this in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b), 

which represent the raw PCs calculated by the model observer before rescaling for the same conditions of irradiation and 

reconstruction as for the human observers, respectively for the detection and the discrimination tasks. However, without the 

subjective aspect of human answers, variations of        according to CTDIvol are more regular. The other differences are:  

(1) The PC results are generally higher for the NPWE model, particularly in the difficult conditions (small inserts, low 

doses), except for a few occasional cases. For instance,        is about 70 % for the 6.35 mm insert at 1 mGy in the 

discrimination task, where the humans give a random response (about 50 %). 

(2) The response curves for the different tube voltages are quite close to each other, whereas         is in general much 

lower for 80 kVp.  

 

 30 % ASIR 70 % ASIR 

Insert of 3.5 mm 

diameter 

  

Insert of 5 mm 

diameter 
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Insert of 7 mm 

diameter 

  
(a) 

 

 30 % ASIR 70 % ASIR 

Insert of 6.35 mm 

diameter 

  

Insert of 12.7 mm 

diameter 

  
(b) 

Figure 6: Comparison of percent correct (PC) calculated by the model observer before rescaling according to the CTDIvol for the 
different tube voltages, using 30 % and 70 % ASIR settings. (a) Detection task, inserts of 3.5 mm, 5 mm and 7 mm diameter (epoxy 

resin), (b) discrimination task, inserts of 6.35 mm and 12.7 mm size (Teflon). 

 

3.3 Comparison between the humans and the model observer 

Bland-Altman method was used to evaluate the degree of agreement between the humans and the model observer, before 

and after rescaling using both methods. We remind that “Case 1” corresponds to the rescaling by insert size and “Case 2” is 

for the rescaling by insert size and kVp, pitch and slice thickness conditions. The corresponding Bland-Altman plots are 

presented Figure 7(a) for the detection task and Figure 7(b) for the discrimination task, with the means of the differences   

and the standard deviations of the differences  . Initial NPWE model showed high biases for the smallest inserts, with values 

of   equal to 10.57 % and 15.11 % respectively for detection and discrimination tasks, decreasing to zero after rescaling with 

both methods. The difference between Case 1-rescaling and Case 2-rescaling essentially appeared in standard deviations  , 

about 5 % lower only using Case 1 (except for the 12.7 mm insert, for which   decreased from 4.52 % to 2.66 %), but 
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improved by around 50 % for Case 2 compared to the initial NPWE model. The   parameter was thus equal to 1.5 for the 

largest inserts and about 4 for the smallest ones.  

 

 

 Insert diameter: 3,5 mm Insert diameter: 5 mm Insert diameter: 7 mm 

NPWE 

before 

rescaling 

   

                                                                  

rNPWE1 

   

                                                               

rNPWE2 

   

                                                               

(a) 
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 Insert size:6.35 mm Insert size:12.7 mm 

NPWE before 

rescaling 

  

                                             

rNPWE1 

  

                                          

rNPWE2 

  

                                          

(b) 

Figure 7: Bland-Altman plots corresponding to the NPWE model before rescaling and after rescaling using both cases. Means of 
differences   and standard deviations of the differences σ are given for each case. (a) Detection task, inserts of 3.5 mm, 5 mm and 7 

mm diameter (epoxy resin), (b) discrimination task, inserts of 6.35 mm and 12.7 mm size (Teflon).  

Concerning the values of the slope   of Eq. 8, they vary between 0.60 and 1.63 for the detection task (average: 1.07, 

median: 1.05, standard-deviation: 0.32) with a median correlation coefficient of 0.94 (standard-deviation: 0.09). Slope and 

correlation coefficient are generally lower for configurations with smaller sizes and lower kVp. For the discrimination task, 

the values are more spread out: the slope   ranges from 0.08 to 1.74 (average: 0.83, median: 0.77, standard-deviation: 0.53) 

with a median correlation coefficient of 0.92 (standard-deviation: 0.27). The lowest slopes are obtained for the largest insert 

with correlation coefficients higher than 0.91. 
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The effect of both methods of rescaling is particularly visible in Figure 8, showing an example of the variations of the PC 

according to CTDIvol for the NPWE model after rescaling in the discrimination task, for the different values of tube voltages. 

Compared to Figure 5 (b), it is clear that the NPWE model rescaled with Case 2 is much more representative of the human 

observers, especially for PC results at 80 kVp. It is the reason why the following results will use the NPWE model rescaled 

with the second method (noted rNPWE2). 

 

 
rNPWE1 (rescaling Case 1) rNPWE2 (rescaling Case 2) 

Discrimination task,  

insert 6.35 mm 

  

Figure 8: Comparison of percent correct (PC) calculated by the model observer after rescaling using both methods according to the 
CTDIvol for the different tube voltages, for the insert of size 6.35 mm in discrimination task. 

 

3.4 Impact of acquisition parameters at CTDIvol constant 

The model observer rNPWE2 was then used to evaluate the impact of acquisition parameters on image quality at CTDIvol 

constant, following the conditions of Table 1 and Table 2 (except for the results on the impact of kVp and ASIR, reported in 

Appendix B).  

The variations of the PC results according to CTDIvol are given for the three available pitch values in Figure 9(a) and 

Figure 9(b), respectively for the detection task and the discrimination task. They show that the PC results at CTDIvol 

constant do not seem to depend largely on the pitch, whatever the task and the insert size. This result can be imputable to the 

cylindrical form of the inserts. Spherical inserts were planned for the detection task but specifications had to be modified due 

to fabrication problems encountered by the manufacturer. 

 

Insert diameter: 3.5 mm Insert diameter: 5 mm Insert diameter: 7 mm 

   

(a) 
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Insert size: 6.35 mm Insert size: 12.7 mm 

  

(b) 

Figure 9: Comparison between the percent correct (PC) calculated by the model observer after rescaling rNPWE2 according to the 
CTDIvol for the three values of pitch 0.516, 0.984 and 1.375. (a) Detection task, inserts of 3.5 mm, 5 mm and 7 mm diameter (epoxy 

resin), (b) discrimination task, inserts of 6.35 mm and 12.7 mm size (Teflon). 

The impact of the slice thickness was evaluated on the inserts of diameters 5 mm and 7 mm of the detection task. Figure 10 

represents the comparison of the PC according to CTDIvol between the 1.25 mm thickness and the 5 mm thickness, for the 5 

mm insert (left) and the 7 mm insert (right). It is generally established that it is necessary to multiply the tube charge per 

rotation (or mAs) by a factor of 4 (and in consequence the associated CTDIvol and the patient dose) to compensate a slice 

thickness divided by the same factor, in order to preserve an equivalent image quality. We can observe that this rule is fairly 

consistent at low dose in the increasing part of the curves. However, as the curves present an asymptotic form, as soon as the 

required PC threshold is reached for an insert size and a slice thickness, it is not necessary to increase the mAs beyond. 

Nevertheless, as for the pitch, this assertion could be modified for inserts of different shapes and sizes (typically with a 

spherical shape). 

 

Insert diameter: 5 mm Insert diameter: 7 mm 

  

Figure 10: Comparison between the percent correct (PC) calculated by the model observer after rescaling rNPWE2 according to the 
CTDIvol for two values of slice thicknesses 1.25 mm and 5 mm, for the detection task (inserts of 5 mm and 7 mm diameters). 

Concerning the impact of the GSI energy level, compared to the default value of 60 keV, the second used energy level (74 

keV) globally gives better results of PC, especially on the small inserts or the low CTDIvol for the detection task (see Figure 

11(a)), with a gain of PC of about 7 points at the maximum. The non-regular form of curves is due to the fact that the 
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CTDIvol range (6 mGy – 20 mGy) for the GSI experiments begins towards the inflection point of the curves. For the 

discrimination task (Figure 11(b)), slightly better results of PC for 74 keV appear for the mean values of CTDIvol (10 mGy-

16 mGy) for the smallest insert, due to the form of the response curve and the high uncertainty of the human observers that 

were used as a reference for the rescaling. At the ends of the range (6-8 mGy and 20 mGy), the answer rates are similar for 

both energies. For the 12.7 mm insert, the PC results are close to 100 % for both energy levels on the CTDIvol range. 

Because of the high human uncertainty associated to the reference points, the rNPWE2 correct answer rates for 60 keV 

appearing a little better than the correct answer rates at 74 keV have no real base.  

 

Insert diameter: 3,5 mm Insert diameter: 5 mm Insert diameter: 7 mm 

   

(a) 

Insert size: 6.35 mm Insert size: 12.7 mm 

  

(b) 

Figure 11: Percent correct (PC) calculated by the model observer after rescaling rNPWE2 according to the CTDIvol, compared for GSI 

energy levels 60 keV and 74 keV. (a) Detection task, inserts of 3.5 mm, 5 mm and 7 mm diameter (epoxy resin), (b) discrimination task, 
inserts of 6.35 mm and 12.7 mm size (Teflon). 

 

At last, the single-energy mode and the dual-energy mode were compared. The PC calculated by rNPWE2 is displayed for 

the detection task (Figure 12(a)) and the discrimination task (Figure 12(b)) for 120 kVp, which is a standard tube voltage for 

abdomen examinations, and the GSI energy level 74 keV, which seemed to be the best of both tested energies. For the largest 

inserts (5 mm, 7 mm, 12.7 mm), there were no particular differences between 120 kVp and 74 keV on the common CTDIvol 

range (CTDIvol higher than 6.5 mGy), with PC results in the asymptotic part of the curves. The same effect was noticed for 

the smallest inserts (3.5 mm and 6.35 mm), for the CTDIvol higher than 10 mGy. For the lowest CTDIvol (between 6.5 mGy 

and 10 mGy), the correct answer rates at 120 kVp were better than the PC results at 74 keV, by 5-10 %.  
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Insert diameter: 3.5 mm Insert diameter: 5 mm Insert diameter: 7 mm 

   

(a) 

Insert size: 6.35 mm Insert size: 12.7 mm 

  

(b) 

Figure 12: Comparison between the percent correct (PC) calculated by the model observer after rescaling rNPWE2 according to the 

CTDIvol in both 120 kVp single-energy and 74 keV GSI energy level. (a) Detection task, inserts of 3.5 mm, 5 mm and 7 mm diameter 
(epoxy resin), (b) discrimination task, inserts of 6.35 mm and 12.7 mm size (Teflon). 

For all the applied variations, it can be observed that the graphs exhibit little difference in results between 5 mm insert and 

7 mm insert for the detection task; for the 12.7 mm insert of the discrimination task, it can also noticed that PC is 

systematically higher than 90 %. 

4. Discussion 

In this study, our objective was to assess the capability of the NPWE model observer to be a robust and accurate estimator 

of IQ with the aim, in a second step, to compare protocols, including dual-energy mode, from a double point of view of IQ 

and dose. In this context, it was necessary to check that the model observer represents the human observers as closely as 

possible when the scanning and reconstruction parameters are modified. 

We observed that the first results of our model observer, the NPWE before rescaling, presented the same trends as the 

human observers, with generally better results, in agreement with all authors comments. To rescale the model, we compared 

two alternatives: the first one was similar to [6][20], including all images of a given insert. In the second one, we fitted the 

human observers’ PC results separately for each set of scanning parameters (insert size, kVp, pitch, slice thickness). Using 

the usual Bland-Altman method, we observed that the first method failed to rescale the model observer to agree with humans 

in all cases, with PC deviations of up to 20 % between the model and humans (for instance, the point 80 kVp-10 mGy, 

discrimination task, Figure 8 left). That assessment can reflect a limit of the model, because it pinpoints its difference with 

human observer behavior when scanning parameters vary. Nevertheless, rescaled by scanning configuration (second method), 

a good accuracy is obtained, with differences with humans smaller than 4.10 % in 68 % of points in the worst case (the 
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smallest insert of the detection task), and we can conclude that the model will allow to compare our CT scanner protocols in 

an objective way.  

A second objective of the study was to evaluate the impact of several scanning and reconstruction parameters with this IQ 

metrics. To our knowledge, such a large multiparametric study using a NPWE model observer rescaled on human observers 

has never been undertaken. Studies are generally limited to a single parameter, generally the reconstruction algorithm type. 

Authors in [20] also studied the influence on kVp, but in the single-energy mode exclusively, and only on a low contrast 

detection task. Pitch and slice thickness seem to be well characterized parameters, but they have never been analyzed from 

the point of view of clinical tasks. A fortiori, the more recent dual-energy mode and the single-energy mode have never been 

contrasted in this way. All of these scanning parameters could however provide an assistance in reducing the dose and have 

therefore to be studied from an IQ point of view.  

We could mainly establish that  

(1) The pitch did not seem to have a great influence on PC at CTDIvol constant, for both tasks. It can be due to the 

cylindrical form of the inserts.  

(2) The dual-energy mode at 74 keV seemed to be equivalent to the single mode at 120 kVp for the easiest cases in the 

common range of CTDIvol, but provided lower results for the smallest inserts when the dose decreased, for both tasks. 

However, the choice of 74 keV as energy level could be still questioned. For low contrast detection, energy levels close 

to 74 keV are effectively usual, but for high contrasts, other energies could be explored, in particular 40 keV, usual for 

protocols with injection of iodinated contrast medium, which has a contrast close to Teflon.  

 

From the human observer study, no particular difference was noticed between ASIR 30 % and ASIR 70 %, which was 

coherent with [43] for the detection task (same CT scanner, 120 kVp). On the discrimination task, to our knowledge, no study 

has ever been conducted with such a high contrast (Teflon CT number of about 900). With 70 HU and 90 HU contrast 

lesions, Zhang [26] found that PCs corresponding to the humans were better for the iterative algorithm (SAPHIRE) than for 

the FBP, but by a few percent only, depending on lesion size, contrast and dose. 

Concerning the impact of the tube voltage on PC results, we saw that, for constant CTDIvol, the 80 kVp voltage seemed to 

be globally less favorable than the other three voltages for both tasks, especially for the discrimination task. On the 

discrimination task, few studies have been led in particular for this type of material (Teflon). The high value of the Teflon CT 

number and the associated high contrast, combined with the high diameter of our water-filled phantom, could match an 

examination of prosthesis material. Our results reveal that, for a standard adult abdomen size, all the tube voltages between 

100 kVp and 140 kVp are suitable, and would be then compatible with the high tube voltages recommended by the 

constructor (120 kVp, 140 kVp). However, for the detection task, this result was unexpected as it is generally admitted that 

low kVps favour low contrasts. This statement was confirmed in a similar study led in [20], indicating that, for the smallest 

objects and for both tested contrasts (1 % and 0.5 %), the best tube voltage was 80 kVp at dose constant. Several reasons can 

explain the difference in the results: 

(a) Our phantom, with dimensions of 26 cm x 35 cm, is larger than the Catphan phantom (20 cm diameter) used in 

[20]. 

(b) The nature of the used materials: epoxy resin and Plastic Water do not seem to have the same behavior as human 

tissues or the Catphan materials. Indeed, we measured a slightly lower contrast at 80 kVp (2.5 %) than at 120 kVp 

(3 %) between the inserts and the background around them, not only due to the epoxy resin, which gives higher 

HU values at 80 kVp, but essentially due to Plastic Water, whose CT number increases more at 80 kVp than 

epoxy resin (about 22 HU at 80 kVp, 11 HU at 120 kVp).  

(c) The noise level in the images: the measured NPS at 80 kVp is particularly higher than at the other kVps for a 

same value of CTDIvol, which contributes to make the inserts more difficult to distinguish. The NPWE observer 

being unable to represent completely this trend, an improvement would be then to increase the NPS contribution 

in the model formula. The improved formulation of NPWE introduced by [6] should also be evaluated.  

 

The model observer approach has the advantage to obtain more regular trends than humans’ ones. Indeed, despite the large 

number of human observers (between 4 and 13 observers according to the series) and the high number of similar images of 

the same case (48), the evolution of PC as a function of the CTDIvol appeared to be rather chaotic, due to the high variability 

of the human responses, as observed in [42]. It can be noted that the effect of the different number of human observers on the 

uncertainty bars was rather limited: on the one hand, this number was well taken into account in the calculation of      , and 

on the other hand, the lowest number of human observers (4) was associated with the smallest raw standard deviations of the 
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responses (140 kVp). In consequence, this did not negatively affect the accuracy on the estimation of PCs of one kVp 

compared to another kVp. 

In contrast, a study limitation might have been the window settings for the human observers: as the discrimination slab 

initially included both polystyrene and Teflon inserts, the same display window of the abdomen protocol was used for the 

discrimination task despite the high contrast level of Teflon objects, which thus appeared completely saturated. The 

inappropriate window settings may have reduced the discrimination possibilities of human observers and this part of the 

protocol should be improved. 

A limitation of our work may lie in the use of a model incorporating elements sensitive to nonlinearities, in a study 

implying IR algorithm. We adapted the resolution calculation to the object contrast, with the use of the TTF on low contrast 

objects, like [6][7], and the use of the MTF on high contrast inserts. However, despite the use of         adapted to both 

contrasts, we did not obtain a universal observer fitting the human observers in all experimental conditions. It would be 

consistent with the fact that some authors ([21]) seemed to have used the MTF in the NPWE expression in low contrast 

detection task without impact on their results. This tends to show that the         does not seem to be a factor of importance 

for the NPWE observer. 

Most importantly, this work would gain in robustness by an estimation of the uncertainties on the NPWE results, which 

cannot be naturally expressed from the model. For that, a feasible approach could rely on a bootstrap resampling, in its simple 

form [6], i.e. directly taking into account the uncertainties of the repeated acquisitions used by the model [6], or in the form of 

cross-validation [20]. A more involved statistical analysis based on scans replicates could also be finally considered in the 

medium term. 

Finally, it seems essential to evaluate PC on other shapes of inserts, spherical for instance, more difficult to detect in some 

configurations, and, more generally, to design phantoms (including pediatric size) closer to actual clinical problematics, in 

shapes, sizes and natures of materials.  

5. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we showed the capacity of the NPWE model observer to quantify the image quality in a larger context that 

aims to compare and optimize CT protocols, especially the ones using new irradiating modes such as the dual-energy mode. 

We based our work on CT images, acquired in a large set of scanning conditions, of a phantom that we designed for two 

types of tasks: a low contrast detection task and a discrimination task. We demonstrated that a rescaling method using 

specific parameters according to the scanning conditions (in particular kVp, slice thickness) and the insert size was the most 

efficient so that the NPWE model can replace humans as equivalent objective metrics. Using the rescaled model observer, the 

impact of some scanning parameters (especially the comparison between the dual mode and the single mode) was estimated, 

for both tasks and each insert size. This was carried out using the CTDIvol as metrics of dose, which is the first step of our 

approach. The next stage is to develop a Monte Carlo model of the scanner in order to obtain simulated patient dose, which 

will represent a new estimation of dose in replacement of the CTDIvol. The last step is then to compare and optimize 

protocols using these two new estimations of image quality and dose. First results of the complete process were presented in 

an oral session of the International Conference on Monte Carlo Techniques for Medical Applications in Montréal (Canada, 

June 2019, [44]). 
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Appendix A: NPWE Model Observer Calculation 

In this work, we used the non-prewhitening matched filter model with an eye (NPWE). It allows to compute in the Fourier 

domain a scalar   , usually called detectability index. This index    reflects the prediction score of a signal's detection in 

some given conditions. The computation of    for the NPWE model that we used is as follows: 

 

 
 
    

 
 

                 
 
          

 
          

 

                         
 
          

 
         

 

 

(1) 

where u and v are the spatial frequencies,         represents the task-based Modulation Transfer Function, NPS denotes 

the Noise Power Spectrum and E(u,v) is the eye filter. The entity       represents the task template, which is the 

representation of the imaging task under investigation in the spatial domain. Following ICRU report #54 [15],       is 

expressed as the Fourier Transform of the difference between two hypotheses h1 and h2 as follows: 

                                 (2) 

where FT denotes the Fourier Transform, h1 and h2 are the hypothesis functions on the signal description in the spatial 

domain for the two hypotheses. The different quantities in (1) are supposed to be spatially stationary. 

In this study, two clinical tasks with different lesions sizes were investigated, leading to several      . In the case of the 

detection task, the considered hypotheses were the following: a uniform background (no signal, h1(x,y)=0) and a circular 

signal (h2(x,y)=2D projection of a circular cross-section cylinder, corresponding to the lesion profile in the axial plan). For 

the discrimination case, the hypotheses were as follows: h1(x,y)= 2D projection of an hexagonal cross-section cylinder and 

h2(x,y)= 2D projection of a circular cross-section cylinder, both corresponding to the lesion profiles under investigation in 

the axial plan. The projections were blurred with a Gaussian filter as done in [34] in order to add some noise induced by the 

imaging system. In total, three and two       were respectively generated for the detection and discrimination tasks (one 

template for each lesion size). 

The eye filter E(u,v) represents the contrast sensitivity function (CSF) of the human eye in the spatial domain. The CSF 

that we used in this study was the same as proposed in [35]: 

                                   
   

 (3) 

where f is the spatial frequency (cycle/deg). The shape of the CSF curve shows a peak of the eye sensitivity at medium 

frequency (at 8 cycles/deg) and then the sensitivity is greatly attenuated from this peak to the high frequencies (60 

cycles/deg) such as the human eye acuity. 

The physical measures, i.e. the         and the    , were computed for all the acquisition parameters under 

investigation. Following the conclusions of [9], the         was calculated differently depending on the object contrast. For 

the high contrast inserts (discrimination task), the         was taken equal to the MTF, which is used in the classical 

formula of the NPWE model. To assess the different MTFs, the CTP528 High-Resolution Module of the CATPHAN® 503 

phantom (Phantom Laboratories, New York, USA) was used. The module contains spherical beads in tungsten, embedded in 

a homogeneous material. One of those beads was used to estimate the point source response function of the CT system: the 

Point Spread Function (PSF). After that, the Line Spread Functions (LSF) in x and y were evaluated by integrating the PSF 

along the axes of the image. The MTF is then obtained by averaging the two-dimensional Fourier Transform of these two 

LSFs as detailed in the CATPHAN® manual [36].   
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For the low contrast inserts (detection task), the         was considered equal to the TTF (Task Transfer Function) and 

computed using the method described by [9] and [11] on the acrylic target of the CTP404 module of the CATPHAN® 503 

phantom. Indeed, the acrylic rod presents a similar contrast with the CTP404 module background as the epoxy resin insert in 

the detection slab of our phantom. First, 45 small images of the acrylic cylinder (15 consecutive slices x 3 scan repetitions), 

30 pixels side, were averaged to improve the statistics at low dose levels. Next, the distance of each pixel to the center of the 

disk, in a circular ROI of 25-pixel radius, was computed to generate the raw ESF (Edge-Spread Function). The exact center of 

the disk was estimated by taking the minimum of the variance of the ESF on the edge for different values of center positions 

at a subpixel level. The new ESF was then rebinned and smoothed. After that, the smoothed ESF was differentiated to form 

the LSF. Finally, the TTF was obtained by  the Fourier transform of the smoothed LSF, combined with a Hahn window.  

To measure the noise in the images, the    , which provides a complete description about the noise level over the 

frequency range of the image [37], was evaluated for all the conditions. To this end, the previous images of the slab with no-

insert of the torso-shaped phantom were used. We remind that the slab is made in a uniform material (Plastic Water®) with 

CT numbers near to the water ones. For each combination of the scanning and reconstruction parameters of the study, several 

slices coming from the same scan were used to extract ROIs of a fixed size in the center of each slice. Then, the     is 

estimated by taking the magnitude squared of the 2D Fourier Transform of the differences between the ROIs and their mean 

pixel value as referred in ICRU report #87 [38]: 

         
  

  

  

  

 

     
                       

     

   

 

(4) 

where    and    denote the pixel size in axes x et y (           ),    and    are the number of pixels of the ROIs 

in x and y directions (        ),       denotes the number of ROIs used in the average, and FT is the Fourier 

Transform. The term      is the mean pixel value of the     ROI. 

For each set of the scanning and reconstruction parameters, the detectability index was computed according to equation (1) 

for all the lesions of different sizes, i.e. lesions of diameters 3.5, 5 and 7 mm for the detection task, and lesions of size 6.35 

and 12.7 mm for the discrimination task. 

In order to compare the model detectability to the human performance,       values were converted to the same metrics 

previously used in the 2-AFC experiments, which were the percentage of correct answers (PC) as follows [19][29] (assuming 

that        follows a Gaussian distribution): 

   
 

 
 
 

 
    

      

 
  

(5) 

where erf is the Gaussian error function given by the following formula: 
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Appendix B: Impact of kVp and ASIR on Image 

Quality using rescaled NPWE 

 

The NPWE model observer rescaled by insert size and scanning conditions was used to evaluate the impact of kVp and 

ASIR on Image Quality. Figure 1a and 1b give the variations of the Percent Correct results according to CTDIvol for the four 

tube voltages (80 kVp, 100 kVp, 120 kVp and 140 kVp), respectively for the detection task and the discrimination task, for 

all insert sizes, and both used ASIR levels (30 % and 70 %). 
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(b) 

Figure 13: Comparison between the percent correct (PC) calculated by the model observer after rescaling rNPWE2 according to the 
CTDIvol for the four values of kVp and two values of ASIR levels. (a) Detection task, inserts of 3.5 mm, 5 mm and 7 mm diameter 

(epoxy resin), (b) discrimination task, inserts of 6.35 mm and 12.7 mm size (Teflon). 

 

 

 


